
Sr no Proposed date Points to cover Class Activity Methology Teaching 
Aid

Activities/Diagram/ Map work Reff books with 
pg. no.

No. of  
lectures 
required

learning Outcome Remark

Introduction Of the 
class

interaction Game is planned where,
the teacher will make  2 grps and each one 
will introduce their name by adding one 
adjective before their name. 

1 Students will be able to learn 
the the formation of universe.

1 Our Universe interaction Demonstration Tr will show charts and pictures to the 
children to explain the concept of solar 
system.

Trek txtbk students will be able to learn 
to the concept of solar system 
and the planets.

peer discussion discussion children with help of teacher will discuss with 
the peer and teacher to know about PLANETS

pg no :8 Student learn and explain the 
term of heavenly bodies.

probing and questioning.

demonstration 1

peer discussion discussion video Tr will show video on the solar sytem. pg no:8 1

lecture lecture method                         
peer discussion discussion

exercise solving the remaining exercise in the 
notebook

1

Lesson no :2 The 
Earth-Its Surface and 
Movements

Step 1: Introduction

Tr will conduct an 
activity in which the 
teacher will show 
globes to explain the 
concept of earth's 
suraface.

Explanation, observation, 
reading

Globe Tr will ask the children to observe the globe 
properly.

Pg no 11 1 Students will be able to learn 
about the concept of the 
earth's surface.

Step 2:Movements of 
the Earth.

Tr will make them 
understand about the 
movements of the  
earth: 1)Rotation          
2)Revolution                                                                                       

Explanation , reading Tr will ask many questions to the children pg no 12 Students will be able to learn 
about the concept of the trem 
rotation and revolution.

Step 3: Rotation Tr will write explain the 
term of rotation.

Discussion, questioning, 
Explanation

Ppt Tr will show the presentation to the students 
and will show images to the students.

Pg no 12
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Step 4:Revolution Tr will show some 
examples of revolution

Observation,images, 
Explanation

Ppt After showing these images to the children 
,she will ask to the students to observe the 
revolution of earth through 

Pg no 12

Lesson no 
3:Continents and 
Oceans

Step 1. Introduction Tr will show some 
images of landforms .

Observation, discussion Flash cards Tr will ask the children to identify the images 
in the ppt.

Pg no 16. 1.Students learn about the 
landforms like continents and 
oceans. 

Step 2:Landforms Tr will make them 
understand about the 
landforms like 
mountains ,hills and 
valleys.

Explanation ppt Tr will ask the children to observe the ppt 
carefully and will explain the concept of 
lanforms to the children.

pg no 17   

Step 3:Oceans Tr will ask explain the 
concept of 
waterbodies to the 
children with its 
composition.

Explanation, reading, listening ppt Tr with the help of ppt will explain the 
concept of oceans ,its importance .                                                        
(Seas,islands,archipelago,peninsula,etc.

pg no:18

Lesson no 4:Using 
Directions

Step 1:Introduction Tr will first explain the 
meaning of Directions.

Explanation, reading, listening, 
observation.

ppt Tr with the help of the ppt will explain the 
concept of using directions for finding places .

pg no19 Students learn about the 
concept of directions ,sub 
directions and landmarks.

Step 2:Landmark Tr will make them 
understand the topic 
with the help of peer 
discussion

Peer discussion, explanation, 
reading

ppt Tr will ask the studuents about the uses of Pg no 21,22.

Steps 3:Main 
directions

Tr will only explain the 
concept to them by 
lecture method.

Explanation, reading ppt Tr will ask the children to find their directions 
towards their room in the house

pg no 21,22.

Lessom no:5 
Weather,Seasons and 
Climate

Step 1:Introduction Tr will ask few 
questions to check the 
basic knowledge of the 
students.

Explanation, reading. Tr will introduce the chapter with help of a 
discussion by asking questions on previous 
knowledge.

pg no 26 Students learn and understand 
about the concepts of seasons 
.

Step 2 : Seasons Tr will explain it with 
the help of perr 
discussion

Explanation, reading, 
dramatisation

Tr will explain it with the help of lecture 
method

pg no 3 Students learn about the 
watercycle for learning the 
concept of seasons.



Step 3 :Spring 
,Summer,Monsoon,A
utumn.

Tr will explain it with 
the help of perr 
discussion

Explanation. ppt Tr will explain it with help of water cycle. pg no :26,27

Step 4: Climate Tr will show video on 
it.

Observation, listening, 
explanation

ppt Tr while showing the video will explain the 
concept of climate.

pg no:28

6.India - Physical Step 1 :Introduction Tr will show different 
types of maps and will 
explain children about 
them in brief.

Observation, listening, 
explanation

ppt Tr will show them and explain the maps in 
details and will focus more on the physical 
maps.

pg no 31 Students will be able to know 
about the different types of 
maps. 

Step 2:The northern 
mountains.

Tr will show them 
images related to the 
topic and will explain 
them .

The surface of the 
earth

Tr with the help of 
globes and maps will 
explain the concept to 
the children

Observation, listening, 
explanation

Tr while showing the video to the children ,tr 
will explain how 'Earth is Unique' as 
compared to other planets.

pg no55,56,57 Students learn how earth is 
unique.

8.Knowing the Earth Globes Tr with the help of 
globes ,how to read 
globes.

Observation, explanation Tr will show globe to the children and ask 
questions based on it.

pg no:61 Students learn that globe is a 
model of the earth.

Maps Tr with the help maps 
,explain how to read 
maps.

Observation, explanation Tr will show maps to the children and will 
explain the importance of maps in daily life.

pg no:62.63 Students learn how use maps 
and compass.

The four main 
directions

Tr will draw the 
compass on the floor 
and will explain the 
directions.

Demonstration, reading, 
explanation

Tr will make them understand the uses of 
directions and compass.

pg no:64,65,66

9.A healthy 
Environment

Pollution Tr will introduce the 
topic nad explain the 
concept by giving them 
daily life experience

Explanation, reading, listening, 
observation.

Videos Tr will show videos on pollution and its 
different types of pollution.

pg no:70,71,72 Students learn about pollution 
and its different types of 
pollution.

Ways to help the 
Environment

Tr will do peer 
discussion to the 
students

Explanation, discussion, reading Tr will do peer discussion in the class to make 
them understand about the ways of helping 
the environment

History
10.Why we learn 
about the past

Tr will take a visit to 
the museum to show 
ancient things to the 
children.

Tr will make the children how ancient people 
has used the things during that period,by 
taking a visit to museum.

students learn why we learn 
?To know what happened in 
the history.Why it has 
happened?.

11How we learn 
about the past

12. The Earliest 
Human beings.

Tr will explain and 
conduct this chapter as  
a project.

Tr will guide the children accordingly for the 
project.

Students learn about the 
concept of "HOMININS



13.Timelines what are timelines? Tr will explain what are 
timelines.

Explanation, discussion, writing Tr will conduct an activity in which sge will tell 
the children to make list of events happening 
in the right order,from the year which they 
are born.

Students with the help of 
timeline learn about the 
history and events happened 
at that time

How to make a 
timeline

Tr with the help of the 
activity will explain 
them how to make a 
timeline.

Explanation, reading, writing. Tr will make the student make a timeline by 
making them remember about the events 
happened in the past.

Timlines are 
important in history

Tr wil discuss this topic 
with the students

Explanation, discussion, reading

14.Some Important 
National Leaders

National Leaders Tr with the help of ppt 
,images and flash cards 
,teach the topic to the 
children.

Observation, explanation, 
reading

images, 
flash 
cards,ppt

Tr with the help of ppt ,images and flash 
cards will make the children understand 
about the national leaders and their 
contribution towards the nation for freedom

students learn about the 
national leaders and their 
contribution towards the 
nation

Civics
15.Being a Good 
Citizen

Civic Sense Tr will introduce the 
chapter with some 
motivational stories 
and real life stories and 
experiences.

Listening, reading, explanation Tr will also ask questions to them based on 
the stories.

Students learn about the civic 
sense and their responsibility 
towards the nation

The places around Us Tr will introduce new 
concept to the children 
i.e.Public and private 
property

observation, explanation, 
reading

images, 
pictures

After showing the images baesd on public nad 
private property ,tr will write the importance 
of public nad private property on the board

16 National Symbols 
and Festivals of India

The National Symbols Tr will show flash cards 
and will explain the 
concept of national 
flag, anthem,emblem 
and about aother 
symbols to them

Observation, explanation, 
reading

Flash cards Students learn about the 
national symbols and also 
,India is a huge country with 
many different regions, people 
and religions.

Festivals of India Tr will show videos on 
Festivals of India

Observation, listening. videos Through this video tr will make them 
understand about the types of festivals in 
India as well.


